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GCE English Literature
Autumn 2020

Internal Assessment (AEL31) 
Webinar



Agenda

• Review of requirements

• Management in schools

• Exemplar responses from the 
Summer 2019 series



The Purpose of an Agreement Trial

As an awarding organisation CCEA is required to 
ensure that appropriate training is provided for 
Centres delivering internally assessed units:

Condition QC.A2
• “For each GCSE/GCE qualification where an 

assessment is marked by a Centre, CCEA must ensure 
that……prior to the marking of the assessment CCEA 
makes available training to the Centre.” 

• Qualification Level Conditions for GCE and GCSE



The Purpose of this Webinar

You will:
• Be taken through the Assessment Criteria for the 

unit
• Review exemplar pieces chosen by the Senior 

Moderating team 
• Receive guidance on the application of the 

Assessment Criteria



The Purpose of an Agreement Trial

Following the advice and guidance provided will:
• Ensure there is a common understanding of how the 

Assessment Criteria should be interpreted and of the 
evidence required

• Ensure that all Centres are applying the Assessment 
Criteria consistently

• Ensure candidates from all Centres are treated fairly
• Reduce the number of adjustments that are applied 

to Centres’ marks during the moderation period



• JCQ Guidance (www.jcq.org.uk): 
 Instructions for Conducting Coursework
 Suspected Malpractice in Examinations and Assessments
 Plagiarism in Examinations

• CCEA Instructions for Conducting Controlled Assessments
• CCEA subject-specific instructions
• Authentication of candidate work
• Plagiarism, collusion, copying
• If concerns arise pre-entry or pre-authentication – school 

issue; post-entry and post authentication – report to CCEA
• Completion of internal assessment under required 

Specification and JCQ instructions
• Improper assistance: any act of assistance given beyond that 

permitted in specification or regulation 

Malpractice Awareness

http://www.jcq.org.uk/


Requirements for AEL31



The Teacher’s Role
• Refer to the Specification Section 7
• JCQ documents available at: https://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-

office/coursework/
• https://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-office/information-for-candidates-

documents/

JCQ Instructions for Conducting Coursework

https://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-office/coursework/
https://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-office/information-for-candidates-documents/


The Teacher’s Role

• Ensure candidates are aware of the Assessment Criteria – how 
their response will be marked so they can target the key areas

• Discuss the merits of text choices in light of:
the candidate’s interests, strengths and level of ability;
their suitability for addressing the 5 Assessment Objectives.

• If necessary, reject a choice of text(s) and explain the reasons for 
this (e.g. text doesn’t have sufficient depth, an AO will be difficult 
to address) and make alternative suggestions for the candidate to 
consider



The Teacher’s Role
Key points

• Negotiate the task title with students to ensure the task title is 
clear and will be enabling. 

• Periodically monitor the progress students have made (this will 
help keep them on track and allow teachers to authenticate the 
final work).

• The work must be that of the student alone. Teachers must not 
correct the work in detail. Feedback should be given at a general 
level following the first draft e.g. address the imbalance between 
the two novels; consider sentence construction; proof read your 
work; have you answered your question? would amending the 
title be advantageous?



The Teacher’s Role
It is also important that candidates are aware that using the work of 
previous A2 candidates is prohibited:

JCQ Plagiarism in Assessments

Group work is permitted but candidates should be wary of working 
closely with peers on similar texts and titles as:



The Teacher’s Role
JCQ Plagiarism in Assessments



Candidate Permissions
• At previous Agreement Trials examples of candidates’ work was 

anonymised and shared with delegates
• However, recent test cases and the introduction of GDPR has 

resulted in a change to the status of candidates’ assessments -
these are now deemed to be ‘personal data’ 

• From Autumn 2020, CCEA will not be able provide copies of 
assessments to delegates at Agreement Trials unless prior 
permission from the candidate has been granted

• From May 2020, when submitting coursework samples for 
moderation*, Centres should encourage candidates to grant 
CCEA permission to use their work by asking each candidate in 
the sample to sign and date the updated cover sheet

• The signed cover sheets should then be enclosed with samples



Candidate Permissions



Requirements for AEL31
• Two novels (not three or more)
• One novel must have been published post-2000 (both 

can be post-2000 if the candidate chooses)
• “independent study” – the work of the candidate, not

the teacher
• Encourage candidates to select their own texts but 

the teacher is the expert in the classroom and 
can/should guide choices

Details of requirements can be found in the specification



Text Selection 



Text Selection 

100s of novels listed and additional suggestions 
being added each term

Reminder: the 6 novels offered as options at AS 
level are not permitted



Requirements for AEL31

• Maximum word limit of 2,500 words (excluding 
quotations)

• A bibliography is required
• The essay should address all five Assessment 

Objectives
• The teacher should act as a facilitator when helping 

students select texts and negotiate essay titles

Details of requirements can be found in the specification



Details of requirements can be found in the specification

Bibliography

Students should cite both their primary and secondary sources.

Primary  Texts
Salinger, J.D. The Catcher in the Rye. London: Penguin, 1945.
Filer, Nathan. The Shock of the Fall. London: Harper Collins, 2013.

Secondary  Texts
Graham, Sarah. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye. London, 2007.
https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-by-era/fifties/essays/catcher-rye-
voice-alienation

https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-by-era/fifties/essays/catcher-rye-voice-alienation


The Teacher’s Role
• Make it clear in your Departmental Policy, using the JCQ 

documents, what the teacher can and cannot do with regard to 
Internal Assessment. Share this with candidates and parents. The 
CCEA specification outlines what is permitted (breaching these 
conditions may constitute candidate or teacher malpractice).

• A Teacher Guidance document has
been produced to clarify and 
elaborate on the teacher’s role 
in facilitating coursework.

• A Student Guidance document is 
also available on the microsite. 



The Teacher’s Role
• Help your students select their texts and titles
• Facilitate classroom learning
• Ensure your students are aware of all coursework requirements 

and regulations
• Teach your students the conventions of good practice when 

researching i.e. recording details of book or internet sources used
• Remind your students about the importance of effective time 

management
• Record all instances of additional assistance offered and indicate 

how this has affected the final mark awarded



Annotating the final pieces
Annotation should:
• Indicate clearly how credit has been awarded (e.g. “good AO3”, 

“perc AO5”)
• Be clear and concise – not every point requires comment
• Facilitate Internal Standardisation

Marginalia comments can help guide teachers towards awarding a 
final mark

Work submitted for moderation that does not include annotation 
may be returned to the centre



Internal Standardisation 

Internal Standardisation is a CCEA requirement to ensure 
that marking is consistent and accurate across all 
teaching groups.

Any adjustments are made at centre-level at Post-
Moderation after a thorough review of the sample.

Where necessary, adjustments will be made to a specific 
mark range or to the entire mark range and will be 
applied to every candidate in the cohort (not just those 
candidates within the sample).



Internal Standardisation
In a centre where more than one teacher is responsible for the 
marking of an assessment, Internal Standardisation must be carried 
out.

The Internal Assessment Marking Grid is integral in this process  
(Appendix 4 of the specification).

Effective Internal Standardisation involves a robust challenge of how 
the work explicitly fulfils the Assessment Criteria for the mark 
awarded. Take careful account of the key descriptors.



Internal Standardisation

Successful approaches to Internal Standardisation include:

 Rank ordering the work is a useful way of clarifying if the marks 
awarded are appropriate. However, it should not be assumed that 
the best response in the class/year group fulfils the Band 6 criteria

 Use the CCEA exemplar material as benchmark pieces to assess 
centre work in line with the CCEA standard



Internal Standardisation

The final mark for a piece should not be determined by 
‘an average’ of teachers’ opinions

↓
 Discuss and interrogate each other’s opinion to establish a 

common centre judgement which can be applied to responses 
which may not have been reviewed as part of the Internal 
Standardisation process

X



Time Management

Set deadlines for the final submission so that there is sufficient time 
for:
Internal Standardisation; and 
Internal Appeals. 

JCQ Instructions for Conducting Coursework



Moderation
If assessment, both within and across 
teaching groups, is accurate (i.e. in line with 
the CCEA standards/Unit 3 Assessment 
Criteria), the marks awarded by the centre 
will be supported.



Moderation
If assessment is inaccurate and inconsistent within and 
across teaching groups (i.e. no evidence of 
effective/successful IS having taken place), it may not 
be possible to make adjustments in a way which is fair 
to all candidates in the centre.  
In this case, the sample may be returned to the centre 
and teachers will re-mark the work of every candidate 
in the centre before re-submitting the sample for 
moderation or all work will be collected and CCEA 
Senior Moderators will mark the work.



General Administration

• Please refer to the Instructions to Teachers 
Booklet (available on the microsite) for each 
series

• Ensure each page of each candidate’s work is 
clearly identified with the Centre Number 
and Candidate Number, and that candidates’ 
work is securely fastened



Principal Moderator’s Report
Summer 2019 series



Principal Moderator’s Report

– The work moderated in the Summer 2019 series 
indicated a positive approach to this unit

– Candidates clearly enjoyed the unit and many 
enthusiastic and original approaches were seen 
(some superb pairings and recently published novels 
were chosen)



Principal Moderator’s Report

– Marks were adjusted to bring centres’ assessment into line 
with the CCEA standard. Most adjustments were due to a 
leniency in the upper bands. Use the descriptors in as 
objective a way as possible. 

– Most adjustments occurred as a result of Band 5 (“very 
good”) responses being placed in Band 6 (“excellent”, 
“perceptive”, “sophisticated”) by centres



Principal Moderator’s Report
Teaching approaches seen in Summer 19:

– Greater number of centres allowing an open choice of 
texts for students

– Reading list of prescribed texts offered for selection still 
used but with a broader range of texts

– Two texts chosen by the teacher – some high quality work 
was seen* from those centres that adopted this approach 
but, in the main, was restrictive and didn’t allow 
candidates to follow their own area of interest

*marks are awarded for the content of the 2500 word response, 
not the texts selected or question



Principal Moderator’s Report

Centre Annotation
– In the vast majority of cases, the centre annotation 

was thorough and extremely helpful
– Take care that the annotation reflects the standard of 

work (and not the mark awarded): annotation should 
lead to the mark, not vice versa



General Advice

Expert in the classroom
– Some text choices and/or combinations were lacking in 

sufficient depth making it difficult for candidates to access the 
upper mark bands. Teachers should guide student choices but 
it’s ultimately the student’s decision

Questions/Task titles
– Generally secure, though titles that have too broad or obscure a 

focus should be avoided as this can be limiting for candidates
– Bullet points can be a useful reminder of Assessment Objectives 

for students 



The CCEA Standard: 
Exemplar Responses



Exemplar 1
Novels: Spies and Atonement
‘Postmodernism rejects traditional linear narrative and refuses to give 
the reader the comfort of closure.’ To what extent do you agree with this 
assessment in relation to ‘Atonement’ and ‘Spies’?

Highly independent work (evidenced by content and also the other work from the Centre’s 
sample);
Challenging task title but a strong choice of text pairing;
Clear line of argument (and counter-argument) which drives the response;
Sophisticated approach;
Detailed analysis of narrative methods at both structural level and word level;
Very impressive understanding of postmodernism, used to inform interpretations and 
arguments;
Confident and equal treatment of the two texts.

Upper Band 6: 75 marks



Exemplar 2
Novels: Room and The Great Gatsby
To what extent do both authors present isolation as a predominant 
theme in the novels ‘Room’ and ‘The Great  Gatsby’?

Clearly argued and sustained focus;
Fresh and innovative pairing (evidenced by content and also the other work from the 
Centre’s sample);
Strong analysis of methods; discussion on structural elements (goes beyond word level 
analysis);
Sound use of contextual information (more contextual information may have helped the 
response fulfil Band 6 criteria more comprehensively);
Secure connections made (greater focus on The Great Gatsby was noted);
Effective use of secondary opinion.

Lower Band 6: 68 marks



Exemplar 3

Novels: A Christmas Carol and The Kite Runner
‘The maturation process in a Bildungsroman novel is more affected by 
others than self.’

Clear and sustained focus on the task title;
Economical and precise style;
Well developed line of argument;
Some close textual analysis, primarily at word level though also some broader elements 
discussed;
Contextual information used in an illuminating way (but greater development would have 
enhanced the response); 
Key aspects are synthesised across both texts;
Interpretations were valuable but again, could have been developed.

Upper Band 5: 62 marks



Exemplar 4
Novels: Tess of the d’Urbervilles and A Thousand Splendid Suns
Both ‘Tess of the d’Urbervilles’ and ‘A Thousand Splendid Suns’ 
showcase injustice shown to women. To what extent do you agree 
with the statement above?
Compare and contrast the two novels you have chosen and consider each author's 
use of methods and refer to external contextual material in your answer.

An interesting pair of texts and issue raised which facilitates plenty of scope for discussion 
and analysis;
Analysis of a range of methods (though most of these are at word/sentence level);
Treatment of AO3 and AO4 is good although not quite as strong as the treatment of the 
other AOs;
Very good engagement with different interpretations of both texts.

Mid Band 5: 59 marks



Exemplar 5
Novels: The Road and Brave New World
How does the historical period of ‘The Road’ by Cormac McCarthy and 
‘Brave New World’ by Aldous Huxley effect the way in which they 
were written?

Response communicates a good understanding of the novels but doesn’t sustain a clear focus 
on the question;
Analysis of methods is quite well-informed though further development would have been 
helpful;
Use is made of contextual information in the response although not all of it is applied in an 
effective way;
Connections are explored in an informed and relevant manner with some interesting 
contrasts developed;
A good awareness of different interpretations of the texts is demonstrated.

Mid/Upper Band 4: 48 marks



Exemplar 6
Novels: The Road and Brave New World
‘Dystopian authors deliberately either doom their protagonists or 
leave their endings ambiguous, in order to leave a lasting effect on 
the reader.’ By comparing and contrasting McCarthy’s ‘The Road’ and 
Huxley’s ‘Brave new World’, show to what extent you think this is an 
accurate view.
An interesting and original task which affords opportunities for engagement with different 
interpretations;
Analysis of methods could have been developed further; perhaps the question’s focus on the 
endings of the novels limited the scope of AO2 discussion;
Good use of contextual information (dystopian fiction, ‘The Hunger Games’, ‘Divergent’ 
series);
Texts are synthesised effectively in places, though the response would have benefitted from 
developing AO4.

Low Band 4: 40 marks



Exemplar 7
Novels: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time and The 
Catcher in the Rye
Discuss how both novels explore the theme of adolescent struggle 
and maturation.

Argumentation is competent and orderly, showing engagement and a sense of relevance;
Discussion of methods tends to be straightforward and could have been further developed;
Use of context is evident but not always explored and/or linked to the question; 
Texts are linked in a clear way though opportunities to synthesise were not taken;
Alternative interpretations and opinion offered but not fully exploited.

Lower/Mid Band 3: 30 marks



Important Contacts

Joan Jennings: Specification Support Officer
028 9026 1439
jjennings@ccea.org.uk

Olivia McNeill: Education Manager for English
028 9026 1200 Extension 2963
omcneill@ccea.org.uk

mailto:jjennings@ccea.org.uk
mailto:omcneill@ccea.org.uk


Work with us
The benefits:

–teacher cover provided
–first-hand experience of how the examining system 

works
–user insight to the standards required for the 

assessment
–opportunity to examine assessments across a range of 

abilities
–improved learning and teaching outcomes
–creates links with CCEA personnel/subject officer
–opportunity to network with other professionals
–provides recognition and enhances the professional 

development of teachers



http://ccea.org.uk/signup

http://ccea.org.uk/signup


Subscriber Campaign

CCEA are moving to more email based communications with all our 
centres and this will include providing teachers with -
• information on subject updates
• information on subject events
• information on new support materials
• general news information

It’s important that YOU subscribe using the link on the homepage 
of our website or http://ccea.org.uk/signup

http://ccea.org.uk/signup
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